In this summary report of the 2001 Snowmass Electroweak Symmetry Breaking Working c;roup, the main candidates for theories of electroweak symmetry breaking are surveyed, and the criteria for distinguishing among the diEerent approaches are discussed. The potential for observing ehxtroweak symmetry breaking phenomena at the upgraded Tevatron and the LHC is described. WC cmphasim + -linem collider for precision measurements tO ckWifYt~le the importance of a high-luminosity e e underlying electroweak symmetry breaking dynamics. Finally, wc note the possible roles of the //,+/, -collider and VLHC for further elucidating the physics of electroweak symmetry breaking.
TeV scale [2, 9] . Inmost realizations of this approach, conderlsa.tes of fernli()rl-a~ltiferr~liorlpairsaregelleratefl in the vacuum. The interacticmsof theelectroweak gauge bosons with the associated C+oldstonernocles generate themasses of thegaugebosons. These nlc)dcls typically possess noele~ne~lt:i.ry scalmfielcls. Irls(]l~lei~~>pro:iclles.
composite scalar fields, which rnayresenlble physical Higgs bosons, exist in the spectrum and are romposed of fermionic ccmstituents. These constituents ma-y be new matter fermions, as in the case oftechnicolcw models [2, 10, 11] , or a combination of new heavy c~uarks and the heavy Standard Model top and bottom quarks, as in the case of top-color models [12, 13] . Quark and Iepton masses are generated by introducing either effective Yukawa couplings between the composite scalar fields and the ferrnion fielcls or ljy extending the system lW adding ncw additional gauge interactions that mediate the interactions between the Standard-Model fermions and the new fermions. These theoretical approaches are quite complicated constructs; the simplest realizations are generally in conflict with experimental constraints such as precision electroweak data and flavor changing neutral current bounds. There are some loopholes that can be exploited to circumvent this conclusion.
[t. COL1l(l be ;lr~lld that, the global Standard Model fit to precision electroweak data is not very good, with some possible internal inconsistencies [21] . If true, new physics may be required, am-l the strong upper limit cm the Higgs mass should be relaxed. More generally, one can construct models in -which the Higgs mass is significantly heavier. hut other new physics also enters in such a way that their total corlt,ribution to the H'+ and Z vacuum pcdiirizatiwls is still consistent with the experiment al da.t a [22] . Thus, although weakly-coupled electrowea.k symrnet ry breakiug models seem to be favored, one cannot definitively rule out all other apprc)aches.
Nevertheless, one additional piece of data is very suggestive. 117ithin the supersymrnetric extension of the Standard Model, grand unification of the electromagnetic. the weak and the strong .gau,g' interactions can Iw achieved in a consistent way, strongly supported by the prediction of'the electroweak nixing angle at low energy scales wit h am accuracy at the percent level [23, 24] . This success is not matched by any of the other approaches;
in these cases grand unification either-caunot be addressed or can be achieved only by a.djusting the physics at intermediate energy scales as needed. Llnless one is willing to regard the apparent gauge coupling unitica.tion as a coincidence, it is tempting to conclude that weak electroweak symmetry breaking is the preferred mechanism.
leading to an expected mass of the lightest Higgs boson below 200 Ge17 (less than 135 GeV in the simplest supers ymmetric models), and a spectrum of additional neutral and cl]a. Figure M , and is btisml on the combined statistical power of both the CDF and D 0 experiments. The curves shown are obtained by combining the lvb~. vub~and f+f-b~channels using a neural network selection in the lmv-rnass Higgs < 13(I GeV], and the @_@jj.Y and f+ f-W7 channels in the high-mass Higgs region region k, _ < 19[) GeV] . The lower edge of the bands is the calculated threshold; the bands extend upward from these nominal thresholds by 30% as an indication of the uncertainties in b-tagging efficiency, tjiid~ground rate! mass resolution, and other effects. Combining all the indicated chiinnels, the int.egrfit ed luminosities necessary to rule out the I-Iiggs boson of the Standard Model for a mass below 200 GeV at the 95% CL limit, or to establish the observation of the Higgs boson at, the 3CTor 5cr level are displayed in Figure 2a . Evidently, large integrated luminosities [10 to 30 fl)-1] are needed to reach a definite conclusion on the observation of the Higgs boson at the Tevatron.
Production rates for the Higgs bc)son in the Standard Model are significantly larger at the LHC. The dominant Higgs production process, glucm fusion, can be exploited in conjunction with a variety of other channels. e.g., WW/ZZ fusion of the Higgs boson and Higgs radiation off top quarks~27-29]. Integrated luminosities between 30 and 100 fh-l, achievable within the first few years of LHC operation, will be sufficient to cover the entire canonical Higgs mass range of the Standard Model up to values close to 1 TeV with a significance greater t,han 50 as shown in Figure 211 . Thus, there is no escape route for the Higgs boson of the Standard Model at the LHC.
If a SM Higgs boson is discovered at the Tevatron, the Higgs mass can be measured with an accura(:y of or{ler .9.9-+ hshl -+ -f-j', yg -+ hskf -+ 1'1-(") , In the mass range 110 CieV~m~,L, -< 150 &Jl, the Higgs bosr)n can 1-mdetected [with 100 fb-1 of data] in the y~and the~+~-channels indicated above. For rrtb,S&I _ > 130 GeV, the I-Iiggs boson Ciin also be detected in ghron-gluon fusion through its decay to WIV("), with both final gauge bosons decaying Ieptonica.lly [34] , and to ZZ(*~in the four-lepton decay mode [27, 28] . In addition, there is additional sensitivity to Higgs production via }TV fusion followed by its decay to~~tir( x) for nl&I w > 12(I Ge~'. These data c:tn be USHI w ext,ra,ct, the ratios of the Higgs partial widths to gluon pairs, photon pairs,~+~-, and H:+ W- [35, 36] . In this procedure, one takes the ratio of the partial Hi.ggs widths to lV+TI'-and 22 as fixed by electroweak gauge invariance, and the ratio of the partial Higgs widths to b; and~+~as fixed by the universality of Higgs couplings to down-type fermions. One can now extract the total Higgs width under the assumption that all other unol~servwl modes, iu the Standard Model and beyond, possess small Ixxmching ratios of order lYo. The expected accuracies in Higgs width ratios, partia~widths, and the ti~tal Higgs width obtained in this way is exhibited in Figure 3 . Moreover.
the specific Lorentz structure predicted for the hS}iU'+W-coupling by the Higgs mechanism can be tested iu angular correlations between the spectatcw jets in WW fusicm of the Higgs bc)son i~t the LHC [36]. [ I
I I
With an integrated luminosity of 100 fb-] per experiment, the LHC can measure variuus ratios of Higgs partial widths I'i with accuracies typically in z range from 10% to 30%. This corresponds to 5% to 15% measurements of various ratios of Higgs couplings. The ratio I'r /17J.ĩ measures tlw coupling of' down-t,ype fermions relative to the Higgs couplings to gauge bosons. To the extent that the one-loop h~kl-~~amplitude is dominated by the W-1oop, the partial width ratio 17~/1'7 probes the same relationship.
In contri&, under the usual assumption that the one-loop h~W1ggamplitude is dominated by the top-quark loop, the ratio rg /l'Iv probes the coupling of up-type fermions relative to the hSN1U7TVcoupling. Adtlitional informs.ticm abcalt Hi,ggs couplings can be ascert ,ained by making LISeof the t~hski production mode a.t the LHC, followed by l~.~hr+ lJ~.
Recent studies [37, 38] by the ATLAS and CMS collaborations suggest that, for an integrated luminosity of Further improvements at the LHC with 100 fb-l of data can reduce this lmcwcainty to about 18%. This will yield strong constraints on the Standard Model and could provide evidence for new physics if a disagreement is found between the inferred Higgs mass h-can precision measurements and ths actual Higgs mass, or if no Higgs boson is discovered.
B.
Higgs Bosons in Supersymmetric Extensions of the Standard Model
In supersymmetric extensions of' the Standard Model, there is one neutral Higgs state which often exhibits properties similar to those of the SM Higgs boson. In addition, new neutral and charged scalar states arise whose properties encode the physics of the electroweak symmetry breaking dynamics. In the atxseuce of C!P violation, the neutral Higgs bosoms carry definite CP quantum numbers.
In the minimal supersymrnetric extension of the Standard Model (M.SSM), the tree-level Higgs sector is automatically CP conserving. CP-violating effects can enter via loop corrections, although these arc often small and we will neglect them (unless otherwise noted). The mass of the lightest (T-even neutral Higgs boson (h) of the MSSM is less than about 135 GeV [8]. This prediction incorporates significant radiative correct icms, which shift the maximal Higgs mass from its tree-level value c)f m~ [40] . This maximal mass is achieved when the top-squark mixing parameters are such that the contribution from the radiative correcticms associateci with loops of top-squarks is maximal (this is the maximal miring scenario). In addition, the Higgs spectrum contains a heavier C!P-even neutral Higgs boson (H), a C! P-o&l neutral Higgs boson (-4) and a charged Higgs pair (lZ+ ).
In contrast to the~L mass, the masses of the~, .4 and H* Higgs bcwms are nc)t similarly constrained and can be significantly larger than the Z mass. In the MSSM, the tree-level Higgs sector is fixrd by the values of m+ is also under study [47] . N'ith the expected high luminosities, up to 1 ah-l, accumulated witrhin a few years in :i clean experimental environmrmt, rhese collidwx are ideal instruments for reconstructing the mechanism of electroweak symmetry breaking in a ccmlprehensiw?
and conclusive form.
If weakly-coupled electroweak symmetry breaking dynamics (involving an elementary scalar Higgs field) is realized in nature, then it can be established experimentally in three steps:
1.The Higgs boson must be observed clearly and unambiguously, and its biisic properties-rna.ss. width, spin and C and P clua.ntum numbers-must be cletermined.
2. The couplings of the Higgs boson to the IF+ and Z bosom and to leptons and cllmrks must he meas~mxi.
Demonstrating that these couplings scale with the mass of the corresponding particle would provid(' a critical verification of the Higgs mechanism as the responsible agent for generating the masses of the fundamental particles.
I / 3. The Higgs potential must be reconstructed by measuring the self-coupling of the Higgs field. The specilic form of the potential shifts the ground state to a non-zero value, thereby providing the mechanism for electroweak symmetry brcaklng based on the self-interactions of scalar fields. H.ZZ mh,,,, = 120 GeV). The Higgs width can be inferred, in a model-independent way, to an accuracy up to 5 %, bycombining the partial width to W+ W-, accessible in the H7TV fllsion process, with the U 'H' decay branching ratio. Spin and parity can be determined unambiguously from the steep cmsct of the excitation curve in Higgsstrahlung near the threshold [see !?igure 5b] and the angular correlations in this process.
Higgs decay branching ratios can be measured very precisely in the intermediate mass range [see Figure 5c ].
When these measurements are combined with measurements clf Higgs production cross sections, the aLmlute values of the H@gs couplings to the W-* and ,2 gauge bosons and the Yukawa couplings to leptons and qui~.rks can be determined to a few percent in a model-independent way, as indicated in Table 1 . These observ,at ions are essential for establishing weakly-coupled scalar dynamics and the associated l'-ukawa interactions as the mechanism generating the masses of the fundamental particles in the Standard LIodel.
The measurement, of the self-couplings of the Higgs field is a very ambitious task that recplires the highest luminosities possible at e+e-linear colliders, which possess unique capabilities for addressing this question.
The trilinear Higgs self-coupling can be measured in double IIiggs-stralllllrlg, ill which a virtual Higgs lwson splits into two real Higgs particles in the final state [54, 55] . A simulation tmsecl on 1 ah-1 of data is shown in Figure 5cI [54] . In this way, the cubic term of the scalar potemial can he established at a precision of'at wut 20%.
Such a. measurement is a prerequisite for developing the fcmn of the Higgs potential specific for spontaneous elec.troweak symmetry breaking in the scalar sector.
The eye-linear collider with center-of-mass energy W can also be designed to c)perate in a~;~collision mode. This is achieved by using Cornpton ba.ckscattered photons in the scattering of intense laser photons on * beams [56, 57] . The resulting~~center of maw energy is peaked fhr proper choices the initial polarized e of machine parameters at about 0.8@. The luminosity achievable as a function of the phckon beam energy depends strongly on the machine parameters (in particular-, the choice of laser polarizations).
The phcjtcm collider provides additional opportunities for Higgs physics [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] . The Higgs Iwson can bt' produced as an s-channel resonance in~~collisions, and one can perform independent llleasl.lrel~~ellts of various Higgs couplirlgs.
For example, the product I'(hsNl +~~)BR.(h~ll -+ b~) can he measured with a statistical accuracy of about 2-107o for 120 GeVS mhsN~_ < l~o~e\~with alY3ut S(I flJ-] of data [59, 60] . lTsirlg values for BR (hskl -+ bi) and BR(hsM + y-j) measured at the e~r -linear collider, one ran obtain a value for the total Higgs -width with a.n error dominated by the expected error in BR.(hskl + y-y). For heavier Higgs Ilosons, 7n~ShI a 200 CkIl~, the total Higgs width can be rneasurecl directly with an accuracy of order 10%, by tuning the collider to scan across the Higgs resonance. One can also use the polarization of the photon beams to measure vo.ricms asymmetries in Higgs production and decay, which are sensitive to the C!P cp-rantum number of the Higgs lmson [60] . 
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1.4 1.6 1.8 2 Mg=.5 TeV 50 , m, m, =., , , ., .., ., ..., , 4 I l-l MSSM Higgs sector. Resonance production -y~-+ II and A can be used to extend the reach in Higgs masses beyond the limit set by HA pair production in the e~e-mode [60, 61, 66] . Typically, one can -probe the heavy Hlggs masses out to rn.l w 0.8/3 (where W is the center of mass energy of the LC). This extends the MSSNI Higgs search to regions of the nz.~-tan~parameter space for which the LHC is not sensitive in general (the so-called 'Lblind weclge" of large rrz,~and moderate values of tan~j).
As noted above, at least one Higgs boscm must be (Jbserva.ble at the LC! in the MSSM. In non-minima] supersymmetric models, additional Higgs bosons appear in the spectrum, and the "no-lose" theorem of the MSSM must be reconsidered. to equal the square of the hsklZZ coupling [63] ), the "no-lose" theorem still applies-Higgs production at the LC must be observable [69] . In contrast, despite significant progress, there is no cc)mplete guarantee that at least one Higgs boscm of the h'MSSM must be discovered at the LHC for all choices of the model parameters [ZO] .
One of the key parameters of the MSSM Higgs sector is the value of the ratio of Higgs vacuum expectiition values, tan~. In addition to providing information about the structure of the mm-minimal Higgs sector, the measurement of thk parameter also prcwides an important check of supersymmet.ri(' structure. since this parameter also enters the chargino, neutralino and third generation squark mass matrices and coupliugs. Thus.
tan,8 can be measured independently using supersymmetric processes and compared to the value. obtained from studying the Higgs sector. h'ear the decoupling limit.. the pr{Jperties of h are ahnost, i~l{~istingllis~latjle from those of hsA~, and thus no information can be extracted cm the value of tan .lj. However t 1 , Ie Properties of t,be heavier Higgs bosons are tan~kiependerm Far from the decoupling limit, all Higgs bosorls of the MSSM will be observable at the LC and exhibit strong tan .&dependence in their couplings. Thus, to extract a value of tan i3
from Higgs processes, one must observe the effects of the heavier Higgs tmsrms of the MSSM at the LC.
The ultimate accuracy of the tan/3 measurement at the LC depends on the value of tan~~. In Ref. [71] . it is argued that one must. use a. number c)f processes, including b~b~final states arising from b~. H, b~.i, ,and .H.l production, and tfb~final states arising from f~~+, biH-and H+ H-production. One subtlety that arises here is that in certain processes, the determina.tion of tan 8 may be sensitive to loop corrections that, depeml 
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boson H will be produced, while in perpendicular polarization states only the CP-mld Higgs t.wson .4 will be produced. Thus, the CP cyrantum numbers and the separation of the two different states can be achieved. So far, re ha,ve irnpli~itly~su~ned that the neutral Higgs bosons are CP eigenstat es. In the M SMVI, the Higgs-sector is CP-conserving at tree-level. But, in supersymmetric models with explicit. CT violation, radiative corrections can induce nontrivial CP-mixing among the neutral Higgs states [72] . In the cleccmpling limit, the lightest Higgs boson, h, remains CP-even, while the two heavier Higgs states mix and exhibit CP-violating interactions with fermions [73] . In non-minimal supersymrnetric extensions of the Standard Model, the more complicated Hig~s sectors can also exhibit CP-violating properties. In the case of a CP-violating Higgs sector, the observation and measurement of the Higgs bosons become much more challenging, and an e+e -collider can uniquely test the nature of the couplings of the Higgs neutral eigenst ates of mixed CP parity-to gauge bosons and fermions.
C. Strong Electroweak Symmetry Breaking Dynamics
Important steps in exploring strong electroweak symmetry breaking can he taken i+lready at, the LC with @~500 GeV and an integrated luminosity of 500 f%-' and above. Even if the masses of new heavy resor,a,nces associated with the symmetry breaking sector arc in the TeV range, their effects can }Je indirectly observed at an e+e-linear collider with @ S 1 TeV. In <I+e-+ W+H'-, the entire threshold region for the onset of the new strong interactions can be covered up to scales of 3 TeV [74] . St,rcmg quasi-elastic W H" scattering. the W' lJosons emitted from the high-energy electron and positron beams, can be studied directly up to scales of the same size [75] . Isospin-zero resonance channels as well as isospin-tm'o exotic channels are accessible in this way. Niew p-type resonances can be studied as virtual states for masses up to several TeV, as illustrated in A multi-TeV eye-collider is an excellent tool to study new strong interaction resmrances in great detail.
Since W bosons can be reconstructed in the jet decay channels. the dynamics of the new resonances can bc explored in a more comprehensive way than at hadron colliders. Such a machine is the appropriate inst rumcmt for fully developing the picture of the new strong forces in the electroweak sector.
IV. EWSB PHYSICS AT FAR-FUTURE COLLIDER FACILITIES
A. Probing EWSB at a /l+/L-
Collider
In contrast to Higgs production at. electrcm-positron colliders, the Higgs boson can be prodllced as au s-channel resonance in a p+p-collider [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] with an appreciable rate, since the Higgs coupling to muons is sufficiently large to generate a sizeable production cross section. For a Higgs bc)son mass in the lower part of the intermediate mass range~roughly 10A particles can be produced in a few years, with the same number of background events in the b~channel. Given the expected energy resolution, the Higgs mass can be measured in such a. machine with the accuracy of a few MeV, as shown in Figure 9a , similar to the precisiorl of the Z mass measurement ;.it mhsti= 110 GeV separation of AO& Ho by Scanning t"''I''''"'''' l'" i l"''''''' 1'''' 1'''' 1"'"4 LEP. The Higgs width can be meaaurecl directly frcml a scan of the Higgs lineshape., with i~n accuracy c)f order 20%. Since the Higgs-hoson width becomes rapidly wider at the upper end of the intermediate mass range, the Higgs resonance-signal is no longer observable ill the @/L-collider for r?J&~> 160 t~.r180 C~eV. Anticipating the discovery of a fundamental relation between the Higgs mass and the Z mass in a. future comprehensive theory of particle physics, the high precision with which the Higgs boson mass can be measurecl at i~nl~lcnc ollider could t,urn out to be a critical aspect, in testing such a theory, in analogy to the relat,ion between t,he Z, W+ massses and the elertrcm-ea.k mixing angle in the Standard Model.
The sharp energy of a muon collider can be exploited to resolve the nearly mass-degenerate CP-evwr H@gs boson Iii and the (2P-odd Higgs boson A in supwsymruetric theories, as shown in Figure ! lb. Clearly, many other aspects of the Higgs sector can be studied as. a. p+~L-collider [77, 82] . In part,icmla~. if polarized beams are.
available, one Could explore the Cp quantum rlunl~ers of the Iliggs boson (s) or probe CP-violation in the Higxs sector. There are several CP-violating oljservables, which are unique tc) s-channel Higgs producticm at the p+ pcollider and which and which can be constructed using muon polariziition vectors [77, 83] ancl/or three-momenta and spins of the final particles [84] . These asymmetries are degraded for partially-polarized muon beams and l)Y the effects of the precession of the spins of the colliding beams. Nevertheless, iu some cases, the ('l? quantum number of the SM Higgs boson cm c)f the neutral Higgs bosons c)f an extended Higgs sector can be ext.rartml with reasonable accuracy [82, 85] (e. g., for the MSSM Higgs sector with large rit.diativel~~-illdure(l C'J?-violat ing I-Iiggs couplings [72] ).
Of course, the Hlggs boson is also produced via the same Higgs-strahlung and vector-1-mson fusion processw that operate at e+e -colliclers. Thus, much of the LC program fc)r Higgs physics is also pc)ssilde i~t a I{+pcollider. However, (presumably) reduced luminosities at the p+ p -collider and backgrounds due to the decaying muons will degrade some of the LC precision Higgs measurements previously discussed. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
The. physical origin of electrmvealc symmetry breaking is not yet known. In all theoretical apprwa.chcs and models, the dynamics of electroweak symmetry breaklug must, be revealed at the TeY-scale or below. This energy scale will be thoroughly explored by hadron colliders, starting with the Tevatrcm and followed later in thk decade by the LHC. Even though the various theoretical alternatives can only be rcmfirmecl or ruled cwt.
by future collider experiments, a straightforward interpretation of the electroweak precision data suggests that electroweak symrnetry breaking dynamics is weakly-coupled, and a Hig,ejs boson with mass bet vwen 10f) and
200 GeV must exist. With the super-symmetric extensicm of the Standard Mcdel, this interpretation opens the route to grand unification of all the fundamental forces, with the eventual incorporation of gravity in particle physics. The observation of a light Higgs hoson at the Tevatrori or the LHC is the crurial first step. However, a high-luminosity e+e -collider, now under clevelopment, is needed to clarify the nature of the Higgs lmson in a comprehensive form and to establish scalar sector dyrmrnics as the mechanism sui gewris for generating the masses of the funds.ment al particles. If strong electroweak symmetry breidckg dynamics is rwdized in nature, supporting evidence can initially be extracted from experiments at the LHC and i~t an e+e -linear collider with = 500 GeV-1 TeV, but the new strong interaction sector can only lw fully wcplmwcl :it nmlti-TeI" leptc,n and proton facilities.
In summary, discovering and interpreting new phemornena require energy frontier facilities and high prec. 
